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science fiction novel by american author frank herbert originally published as two separate serials in analog magazine 
it tied with roger Novel without a Name: 

3 of 3 review helpful Not A Battle History but a Political Critic By John This story by Duong T Huong is very much 
worth reading but not for it s details lack thereof of the events and tactics of the North Vietnamese Army s NVA 
strategies for winning the war against the South Vietnamese government of which there is very little If you read 
description about her and her life in Vietnam at http vietnamlit org wiki ind ldquo Reminiscent of All Quiet on 
Western Front and The Red Badge of Courage nbsp A breathtakingly original work mdash San Francisco 
ChronicleTwenty eight year old Quan has been fighting for the Communist cause in North Vietnam for a decade Filled 
with idealism and hope when he first left his village he now spends his days and nights dodging stray bullets and 
bombs foraging scraps of food to feed himself and his men Quan seeks From Publishers Weekly Vietnamese novelist 
Huong who has been imprisoned for her political beliefs presents the story of a disillusioned soldier in a book that was 
banned in her native country Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information Inc 
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